


1 Introduction 

Phenomenological models have been developed for the low energy sector of QeD 
which are rather successful in describing hadrons and their properties. Here the 
aspect of chiral symmetry'is understood much better than that of quark and gluon 
confinement. The mechanism for dynamical chiral symmetry breaking is identified 
fairly well since the work by Nambu and Jona-Lasinio [1]. For recent reviews on 
the application of the NJL-model to low energy QeD, see [2]. For the explanation 
of confinement many different models hcive been discussed. We will refer in the 
present work to approaches based on nonlocal interactions that address quark and 
gluon confinement via the criterion of absence of poles for the propagators [3], for 
a review see [4]. These confining quark models use effective gluon propagators, 
which have infrared singularities like Ijk4 or a delta function o(k) at l~w energy 
(3, 5, 6]. Despite the success of these phenomenological approaches in explaining 
low energy hadronic observables [6], the question for the mechanism which leads to 
the infrared singularities of the gluon propagator remains open. There is evidence 
from detailed studies [7, 8] of the Schwinger-Dyson equations of QeD for a strong 
infrared enhancement of the gluon propagator due to the non Abelian character of 
the theory and in particular due to the gluon-gluon self coupling. On the other hand 
there are several approaches which relate the confinement problem to the question 
of the true physical vacuum of QeD. 

In more rigorous treatments of QeD, the problem of the vacuum is well known, 
For instance, the simple perturbative vacuum is unstable [9], and there is no sta
ble (gauge invariant) coherent vacuum in Minkowski space [10]. Therefore, in the 
context of the construction of a gauge invariant, stable QeD vacuum in Minkowski 
space, the squeezed condensate of gluons has become a topic of great interest [11] 
(15]. From the physical point of view the squeezed state differs from the coherent one 
by the condensation of colour singlet gluon pairs rather than condensation of single 
gluons. It has been discussed before that a squeezed vacuum in form of Gaussian 
fields [12, 14] leads to confinement of quarks via the criterion of the linearly rising 
static potential [12] and via the area law behaviour of the Wilson loop [14]. These 
confinement criteria suit only for heavy (static) external quarks. 

The present paper is devoted to the study of confinement as a possible con
sequence of the squeezed vacuum. Our approach differs from the previous ones 
addressing the squeezed vacuum [12, 13, 14] in the following way. We will not try to 
generate the squeezed vacuum by treating selfinteractions of gluons but we will use 
the squeezed condensate as a phenomenological input. Furthermore, in contrast to 
previous work we discuss confinement by using the criterion of the absence of poles 
for the propagators [3]. We will prepare the squeezed vacuum by macroscopically 
populating it with zero momentum gluon pairs and study the changes in the ana
lytical properties of the propagators caused by the change of the vacuum structure. 
This procedure parallels the original idea by Bogoliubov [16] for the explanation 
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of the Landau sound in a superfluid liquid according to which the change in the 
excitation spectrum of the theory at low energies is due to the condensation of a 
macroscopic number of particles in the zero momentum state. 

As a first step towards discussing the squeezed gluon vacuum as a possible sce
nario for quark confinement in full QeD we examine here a simplified model field 
theory where quarks and gluons are considered as scalar fields interacting via Yukawa 
coupling. The Lagrangian of this model is given by 

£(x) == £ci (x) +£~(x) +g\l1*(x )\l1(x )<p(x) . (1) 

Here £~ is the free Lagrangian of a complex scalar quark field and £~ denotes the 
free Lagrangian of a scalar gluon field. We show in this paper that the interaction 
of scalar quarks with the squeezed condensate of scalar gluon pairs leads to the 
occurence of a: permanent, nonlocal coupling of quarks (8- function in momentum 
space) and that this removes the poles of the effective quark propagator constructed 
by using the Schwinger-Dyson equation. 

A type of delta function interaction has been considered for the computation of 
the meson spectra on the level of Schwinger-Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter equations in 
both Minkowski space (3, 5] and Euclidean space [3, 4, 5, 6]. In this paper we prefer 
to work directly in Minkowski space. 

The content of the paper is the following: In section 2 we compute the generating 
functional for the squeezed vacuum in the gluon sector and derive an effective gluon 
propagator mediating the quark-quark interaction. In section 3 we discuss how this 
can lead to confinement of quarks using the Schwinger-Dyson equation and show that 
a scalar meson-like solution of the corresponding Bethe-Salpeter equation exists. 

Squeezed vacuum in the gluon sector 

In order to study quark confinement in the presence of a squeezed condensate of 
the scalar gluons in our model (1), we shall first derive an effective quark-quark 
interaction by eliminating the gluon degrees of freedom. For this purpose we first 
consider only the sector of scalar gluons and treat the quark fields as an external 
classical source J(x) = g\l1*(x)\l1(x). The effective Lagrangian of the gluon sector 
reads 

Equivalent to the solution of the quantum field theory is to derive a corresponding ~ 

generating functional Z[J] from which all Green functions can be obtained via func
tional differentiation with respect to the sources J(x). For the free theory (2) the 
result is well known [17, 18] and one obtains the action/functional W(J] = -i In Z[J] 
which describes the interaction of the external (scalar) quark sources via the stan
dard (scalar) gluon propagator. The generating functional can be obtained either by 
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functional integration over the (classical) fields <p(x) or by calculating field operator 
expectation values in the perturbative vacuum 10 > . In order to fix our notations 
both ways of calculating the generating functional are briefly reviewed in Appendix 
A. 

We now generalize the generating functional to the case of a squeezed gluon 
vacuum by using the operator approach and simply replacing the perturbative vac
uum by the squeezed one. The squeezed vacuum is obtained from the perturbative 
vacuum /0 > by a unitary transformation 

10sq> == U;.110 > (3) 

The squeezing operator for homogeneous fields is 

U", = exp [i~ (1"011"0 +1I"0'Po)] , (4) 

where <Po and 1T'0 are the zero-momentum components of the field operators <PI and 
1T'1 (see Appendix A). Under the squeezing transformation (4), the fields transform 
as 

(5) 


U. U-l -10 (6)1T'sq = sq1T'o sq = e 1T'0 , 

and the commutation relations remain unchanged i[<po,1T'o] == i[<psq,1T'sq] = 1. The 
open parameter fo is considered as a phenomenological parameter characterizing 
the modification of the perturbative gluon vacuum due to pairing correlations. The 
consequences of a nonvanishing squeezing parameter fo will be discussed in detail 
in Section 3. 

We will consider the above model (2) in the massless limit m --+ °where the 
squeezing transformation (4) becomes Lorentz invariant, see [19]. Consider for ex
ample the zero momentum mode of the field operator <p(x) in this limit. It can be 
seen to be Lorentz invariant from the fact that the zero momentum component of 
the corresponding Heisenberg operator <p(t,x) == exp(iHot) <p(x) exp( -iHot) be
comes space and time independent 1 and therefore commutes with the infinitesimal 
generator MISV of Lorentz transformations. 

Generalizing the operator approach given in Appendix A to the case of a squeezed 
vacuum the generating functional is defined according to 

oo 

Z..lJ] = <: O..IT exp {iL: dt i dxl"l(x, t)J(x, t) } 10.. > . (7) 

Using the Wick theorem (37) in analogy to the ordinary perturbative vacuum which 
is explained in Appendix B we can simplify (7) to the form 

ZSq[J] = exp {-~JJ.4x JJ.4y J(x) < OsqIT<pI(X)<PI(y)!Osq > J(Y)} (8) 

1Since for p = 0 also the energy w(p) = .jp2 + m2 vanishes for m -+ 0 . 
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The calculation of the squeezed generating functional has thus been reduced to the 
calculation of the squeezed two-point Green function 

(9) 

In order to evaluate (9) we use again the Wick formula (37) and obtain 

Dsq(x,y) = < 0ITct'/(x)ct'/(y)\O > + < Osql : ct'/(x)ct'/(y) : 10sq > 
= D(x - y) + DJ(x, y) . (10) 

The first term is the ordinary causal Green function D(x y) given in (39). The 
second term 

(11) 

appears due to' the modification of the vacuum. The evaluation of this term which 
is performed in Appendix B makes use of a finite mass m =1= 0 in order to avoid 
infrared singularities, the Wick reordering and the explicit form of the squeezing 
transformation (4) in terms of creation and annihilation operators in the pertur
bative vacuum. At the end of the calculation, the massless limit and the infinite 
volume limit are performed, the latter one being in analogy to the thermodynamic 
limit in the Bogoliubov model [16]. As discussed in Appendix B, we can separate 
the homogeneous (zero momentum) part of the squeezed propagator (10) according 
to 

Dsq(x - Y; Xo, Yo) iJ(x - y; Xo - Yo) + Co , (12) 

where the spatial average of the fluctuating part iJ vanishes. The constant part Co is 
determined by the parameter fo of the squeezing transformation (4), see Appendix 
B. In the following, it will be used instead of fo as an empirical parameter to 
characterize the squeezed vacuum state. 

With this result for the squeezed, two-point Green function,_ the squeezed gener
ating functional becomes 

which is our central result. It is to be understood in the massless limit and has 
all the symmetries (including Lorentz invariance) of the generating functional (25) 
in this limit. The first term in the exponent of (13) corresponds to the fluctuating 
part of the propagator in the unsqueezed vacuum (25). The second term represents 
the zero momentum sector of the theory which is modified compared to (25) due 
to the squeezing operation (3), (4). The coefficient Co which replaces the squeezing 
factor e2Ja as described by Eq. (50) of Appendix B is a measure of the squeezing 
strength and is an opEm parameter in our treatment. The exponent of the generating 
functional (13) represe.nts a modified current-current interaction where in addition 
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to the ordinary bilocal coupling a permanent and nonlocal coupling of currents with 
the strength Co occurs due to the presence of the squeezed condensate. This second 
term corresponds to a 6 -function propagator in momentum space. It has been 
shown by Munczek and Nemirovsky [5] for quark (vector-) currents that such an 
interaction leads to the absence of poles for the propagator thus providing quark 
confinement. For our simple scalar field theory confinement of scalar quarks will be 
discussed in the next section. 

Confinement in the quark sector 

The form of the generating functional in the squeezed vacuum (13) is related to 
confinement of scalar quarks. As a reasonable criterion for confinement of quarks 
in the vacuum we will use the absence of poles on the real-P axis in the quark 
propagator [3, 5]. 

In order to investigate quark confinement in our scalar quark-gluon model we 
consider now the full Lagrangian (1) in the homogeneous squeezed gluon vacuum 

( 14) 

where the effective quark-quark interaction C/(x) is found from the effective action 
in the squeezed gluon sector 

(15) 

The treatment of the gluon sector in the previous section leads to the result (13) 
which after identifying the external source J(x) with the quark current J(x) == 
gW"(x)W(x) corresponds to the four-quark interaction term 

g
Wsq[J] = i ; Jatxatyw"(x)w(x) [b(x - y) + Co] W"(y)W(y) (16) 

Fourier transformation leads to 

g 4Wsq[J] = i ; J(~:)14 '" (~;;4 W"(kt)W(k:z)Dsq(kl-k2)(27r)46 (kl-k2- k3+ k4)W*(k3)\l1(k4) , 

(17) 
with 

( 18) 

The first term corresponds to the usual propagator of a massless boson, whereas the 
second is a delta function interaction which leads to confinement of scalar quarks 
as will be shown in the following. Using just this 6- function interaction and the 
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rainbow approximation for the vertex function in the Schwinger-Dyson equation for 
the quark self energy 2 

(19) 

the inverse dressed quark propagator is given by an algebraic equation 

which can be solved analytically. One obtains the solution 

(21) 

which has no zeros on the real q2 axis3 
• According to Refs. [3, 5] this property of 

the propagator is signalling confinement. 
The Bethe-Salpeter equation for the vertex function f(p, P) of scalar quark

antiquark correlations reads 

4 
2 J d q - P Pf(p,P) = -g (21r) 4Dsq(q - p) G(q + 2) r(q,P) G(q - 2) , (22) 

where P = PI - P2 and P = (PI + P2)/2 are total and relative momentum of the 
particle-antiparticle state, respectively. For the 6- function interaction, the Bethe
Salpeter equation reduces to an algebraic equation and for the special case of van
ishing relative momentum it reads 

(23) 

and has the solution p 2 (2M)2 which corresponds to a pole in the two-particle 
propagator. In contrast to the one-particle sector where due to the confinement 
property no pole on the real q2 axis exists and consequently no asymptotic free 
(scalar) quarks, the two-particle sector contains the physical excitations which are 
the bound states of the (confined) constituents. 

The remaining interaction D(q) in Dsq(q) which is not included so far will be 
responsible for perturbative interactions at large momentum transfer. In the absence 
of a condensate (Co = 0) it can lead to the formation of ordinary bound states as 
e.g. discussed in [20] for the above modeL 

charged scalar quarks there is only the Fock contribution to the self energy; the Hartree 
term vanishes for zero net charge of the system. 

3Note that this special solution coincides in the limit Go =0 with the free inverse propagator 
iGo•:= q2 - M2. 
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4 Conclusions 

We have prepared a Lorentz invariant vacuum as squeezed. condensate of zero mo
mentum particles with a macroscopic occupation number in the infinite volume limit 
and investigated the corresponding generating functional. This squeezed condensate 
has been characterized by a phenomenological parameter Co. 

The squeezed vacuum is constructed by applying a unitary operator to the per
turbative vacuum. This operator connects two representations of the commutation 
relations which become unitary nonequivalent to each other in the large volume 
limit. 

We have shown that such a squeezed vacuum can lead to a confinement type 
interaction of currents. In the present approach the confinement type interaction 
has been enforced by introducing the squeezed vacuum per construction. We have 
not yet shown how it might be generated by the self-interactions of the fields. 

We expect that the squeezed condensate ~ay provide a good frame for developing 
effective approaches to low energy QCD which include confinement. We considered 

- here a very simple model in order to present a possible mechanism for confinement in 
a transparent way. An improved model should contain the color and flavor degrees 
of freedom of QCD and should treat quarks and gluons as Dirac spinor and vector 
boson fields, respectively. Work in this direction is in progress [15]. 

One of us (V.N .P.) thanks the Max-Planck Gesellschaft for providing a stipendium 
during the visit at the MPG AG "Theoretische Vielteilchenphysik" Rostock where 
part of this work has been done. His work was supported by the Russian Fund for 
Basic Investigations under grant No. 96/01-01223 and by the Heisenberg-Landau 
program. H.-P. P. acknowledges support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft 
under grant No. Ro 905/11-1. 

A Generating functional for the free scalar field 

In this Appendix, we remind the reader on the calculation of the generating func
tional for the model Lagrangian (2) in two equivalent approaches, the functional 
integral as well as the operator one. 

The standard representation of the generating functional as a path integral over 
all field configurations is [17] 

Z[J] = N JDcpexp {i Jcrx£j(x)} (24) 

Here N is the normalization which is chosen such that Z[O] = 1. Performing the 
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Gaussian integration over cp one obtains 

Z[J] = exp {-~ f d'x f d'yJ(x)D(x - Y)J(Y)} , (25) 

with the causal Green function 

(26) 

where 
w(k) = v'k2 +m 2 • (27) 

There exists an alternative approach to obtain (25) which is formulated on the 
operator level. This will turn out to be :{Iluch more appropriate for generalization 
to a vacuum with a squeezed condensate. Quantum field theory in the operator 
approach is consistently formulated in a finite volume V I tPx. Finally we shall 
take the limit V -+ 00 and compare with the functional integral approach. For free 
massive scalar field theory the Hamilton operator corresponding to C~ in (2) is 

(28) 

with the Schrodinger field operators cp(x), 7I"(x) satisfying the canonical commutation 
relations 

.[7I"(x) , cp(X/)] = -i<5(x - x') . (29) 

In the momentum representation 

_ 1 '"'" ik.x + ) ",,(x) Jv ~ e,k.x"". /l( (30)- v'v~e V~ ~k+a_k , 

7I"(x) = _1_ L eik,x 7I"k = _z_· '" eik'XVw(k) (-a
k 
+ a+ ) (31)v'Y L-; 2 -k'v'Y k k 

the· field operators CPk and 7I"k satisfy the commutation relations [7I"k, CPk/] = -i<5k,-kl • 

The creation and annihilation operators ak, at satisfy the commutation relations 
[ak' at] <5k,k' and diagonalize Ho for w(k) given by (27). The vacuum 10 > of the 
Hamiltonian Ho satisfies aklO > 0, and the Fock space is defined as 

{I CJ) >} = { 10> , atlO> Ik >, atat 10> = Iklk2 >,'" } . (32) 

In the interaction representation the field operators become time dependent 

CP/(x, t) _ eiHotcp(x)e-iHot, (33) 
7I"/(x, t) _ eiHot7l"(x)e-iHot, (34) 
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while the states are 1\I1/(t) > eiHot l\l1(t) >. In particular for the vacuum 10 > 
and the other Fock space states In > we have 

(35) 

In the interaction picture (33), generating functional (24) can then be written as 
the vacuum expectation value of the evolution operator 

00 

Z[J] =< OITexp {i1: dt 1dx,P1(x, t)J(X,t)} 10 > . (36) 

where T is the time ordering operator. In order to prove the equivalence of (36) to 
(25) one uses the Wick theorem [17, 181 

4	 4
T F[ep/] = exp { ~ Jd x Jd y < 0ITep/(x )ep/(y )10 > 8ep~x) 8ep~y)} : F[ep] :, (37) 

where F(ep) is an arbitrary polynomial in the operator ep and: F(ep) : denotes normal 
ordering. Then (36) becomes 

Z[J] 	 exp {-~Jd'x Jd'yJ(x) < 0IT'Pl(X)'Pl(y)IO > J(y)}, (38) 

which agrees with (25) for V -+ 00 since 

D(x 	 y) = < 0ITep/(x)ep/(y)IO > (39) 

In this way the functional integral approach is equivalent to the operator approach. 
In both cases, the evaluation of the generating functional, i.e. the elimination of the 
gluonic degrees of freedom, is reduced to the determination of the matrix elements 
of the gluon two-point function (propagator). 

B 	 Two-point function in the squeezed vacuum 
with homogeneous condensate 

In this Appendix we calculate the squeezed two-point Green function 

for the finite mass model (2) and consider the massless limit m -+ 0, V -+ 00, mV = 
const. 

Lorentz invariance dictates us to populate the squeezed vacuum wit.h pairs of 
massless particles. Note that for m = 0 the representation (30) of the fidd oper
ators, which diagonalizes the free Hamiltonian is singular in the zero moment.Ulll 
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component which expresses the well-known infrared singularity of massless theories. 
In order to avoid the well-known infrared singularity of massless theories we shall 
do the calculations in the following for finite mass m. Our final result, however, 
taken in the limit m -+ °at the end of our calculations will again be invariant with 
respect to all original symmetries. 

In terms of creation and annihilation operators the squeezing operator (4) reads 

U,q = exp [ ~o (a~ - (at) 2)1 . (41 ) 

which shows that (4) can be interpreted as a Bogoliubov transformation to the new 
creation and annihilation operators bo and bci according to 

(42) 

In order to calculate the squeezed two-point Green function (40) we use the Wick 
formula (37) 

T'Pr(x)'Pr(Y) =: 'Pr(x)'Pr(Y) : + < 0IT'Pr(x)'Pr(y)IO > , (43) 

and thus have (taking the squeezed condensate expectation value of (43)) 

< 0IT'Pr(x)'Pr(y)IO > + < Osql : 'Pr(x)'Pr(Y) : 10sq > 
D(x - y) + Dj(x, y) , (44) 

with the causal Green function D(x - y) given in (39) and 

Dj(x,y) < 0IUsq : 'Pr(x)'Pr(Y) : Us~110 > (45) 

The calculation of this expectation value is performed in the Fock space representa
tion with respect to the creation and annihilation oprators a+, a defined in Appendix 
A. The result of the calculation can be written in the form 

Dj(x, y) = 2~V {e-im(:z;o-yo) [cosh2(fo) 1] + eim(:z;o-yo) sinh2(fo) 

+2 cos[m(xo +Yo)] sinh(fo) cosh(fo) } 


Dj(xo, Yo) . (46) 


For the further discussion it is useful to single out the zero momentum part of 
the squeezed propagator 

Dsq(x - Yi xo, Yo) == D(x - Yi Xo - Yo) + D(o)(xo, Yo) , (47) 

where 

D(x  Y; Xo - Yo) 
1 e-iw(k)l:Z;o-Yol 
V L eik.(X-y) 2w(k) (48) 

k:/;O 
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is the causal Green function (39) with the zero-momentum sector removed and 
treated separately together wit.h Df in 

(49) 

We are interested here in the zero mass and infinite volume limit m "" I/V 0 
such that we can introduce instead of the squeezing parameter fo a new constant 
C"o of dimension (mass)-2 , 

lim e2fo 

v -oo,m V:const 
= 2m lICo , (50) 

so that in this limit 
lim D(o)(xo,yo)=Co . v -oo,m V =const 

(51) 

This is the result which is exploited in Section 2 for the discussion of the generating 
functional in the squeezed vacuum. 
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